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Abstract. The FAIR principles outline key attributes to make digital resources more Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. Globally endorsed and widely adopted, there is now a pressing need to enable the establishment of an Internet of FAIR Data and Services, to demonstrate how these can be used to generate new insights, and to assess the overall value for FAIR across different sectors. Realizing the value of the FAIR principles will require a combination of scientific, technical, social, legal, and ethical advances for the production, sharing, discovery, assessment, and reuse of data. This special issue highlights research and software that is making FAIR data and services a reality.

The FAIR principles have established themselves as key focal point for encouraging the findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability of data [5]. Given this foundation, there is a need to develop concrete systems and tools that make the production and consumption of FAIR data possible. Likewise, there is a need to analyze, evaluate, measure and understand the ramifications of FAIR data. This special issue highlights research and systems tackling these challenges.

Unique and persistent identifiers are critical for FAIR data in particular for being able to refer to the vocabularies and ontologies that define a data set semantics. The Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry community maintains may high quality ontologies that use PURLS for identifiers [1]. In their paper [3], because of the change in the underlying service provide for PURLs, they describe (somewhat dramatically!) how they engineered a new PURL identifier service designed to be easily and affordably maintained. This study shows the importance of redirection for persistent identifiers and the importance of maintenance of infrastructures for FAIR data.

To many readers of Data Science, benchmark datasets and results will be familiar. Knowing how our algorithms and models perform on common datasets is critical to measuring the progress of the data science field. However, given the central importance of benchmarking, the results and experiments behind them are not always available in a machine readable fashion. This is where the second paper in this special issue comes in. Röder et al. present their benchmarking platform, HOBBIT (Holistic Benchmarking of Big Linked Data), which provides a benchmarking environment specifically for linked data methods [4]. The results of benchmarking are available as FAIR data. The benchmarking platform has hosted 13,000 experiments and more than 40 benchmarks. The platform provides identifiers and uses a well defined ontology to describe benchmark experiments and their results. Importantly, this paper demonstrates how designing software infrastructure is key to generating FAIR data.
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The final paper in this special issue looks at applying and extending the FAIR principles to consider research software [2]. The authors argue that it is imperative to fold software into the FAIR ecosystem and look at it through the same lens. The paper shows the challenges of expressing interoperability with respect to software. Indeed, reading this paper, it is hard not to wonder if the software ecosystem with its strong global infrastructure and repeatable practices might not become FAIR faster than data. Furthermore, it is worth considering that software is a critical link in helping to define the semantics of data and thus allowing for reusability.

In summary, the papers in this special issue illustrate the gamut of work being done to implement the vision of the FAIR data principles from maintaining fundamental infrastructure and supplying platforms that generate FAIR to reflecting deeply on the applicability of these guidelines.
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